DOOR TO BE ASSEMBLED IN FIELD

PANEL LENGTHS MUST BE CUT IN FIELD

FIELD CUT BOX 8 PANELS ON BOTH SIDES OF ACCESS DOOR, TYPICAL

FULL LENGTH BOX 8 PANELS ON BOTH SIDES OF ACCESS DOOR, TYPICAL

SECONDARY 24" LONG UNIVERSAL CARRIERS ON BOTH SIDES OF ACCESS DOOR SUPPORTED WITH 2 HANGERS EACH, TYPICAL

1" X 1" ANGLE BRACING ON ACCESS PANEL AND SECONDARY CARRIERS, BY OTHERS, TYP.

12 GA HANGER WIRE, BY OTHERS, TYPICAL

CARRIER SPICE WITH FIELD-FLATTED LANCE, TYPICAL

UNIVERSAL CARRIER

24" FIELD CUT PANEL LENGTH, TYPICAL

24" NOM (23-5/32" PANEL-TO-PANEL OPENING)

SECONDARY 24" LONG UNIVERSAL CARRIERS ON BOTH SIDES OF ACCESS DOOR SUPPORTED WITH 2 HANGERS EACH, TYPICAL

12 GA HANGER WIRE, BY OTHERS, TYPICAL

INTERIOR INSTALLATION

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL: .020" | .025" | .032" | .040" ALUMINUM BOX 8 PANEL | .040" ALUMINUM UNIVERSAL CARRIER

FINISH: PAINT | POWDER COAT | DECORATED WOOD FINISH | WOOD VENEER | LUXACOTE

PERFORATION: NON-PERFORATED | #160

2'-0" X 2'-0" LIFT & SHIFT ACCESS DOOR
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